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We explore spin-12 triangular antiferromagnets with both easy-plane and lattice exchange anisotropies by
employing a dual vortex mapping followed by a fermionization of the vortices. Over a broad range of exchange
anisotropy, this approach leads naturally to a “critical” spin liquid—the algebraic vortex liquid—which appears
to be distinct from other known spin liquids. We present a detailed characterization of this state, which is
described in terms of noncompact QED3 with an emergent SU4 symmetry. Descendant phases of the alge-
braic vortex liquid are also explored, which include the Kalmeyer-Laughlin spin liquid, a variety of magneti-
cally ordered states such as the well-known coplanar spiral state, and supersolids. In the range of exchange
anisotropy where the “square lattice” Néel ground state arises, we demonstrate that anomalous “roton” minima
in the excitation spectrum recently reported in series expansions can be accounted for within our approach.
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A fundamental theoretical challenge in strongly correlated
systems lies in understanding the behavior of frustrated
quantum magnets, whose properties often bear little resem-
blance to those of their classical counterparts. In the most
exotic scenario, quantum fluctuations are sufficiently strong
to disorder the system even at zero temperature, and a spin
liquid ground state emerges. Historically, Anderson origi-
nally suggested that the spin-12 Heisenberg triangular antifer-
romagnet may realize such a quantum-disordered ground
state.1 It is now recognized that with only nearest-neighbor
exchange the true ground state on the triangular lattice is the
magnetically ordered 33 phase, though the order is sig-
nificantly diminished relative to the classical state.2,3 It is
conceivable, then, that a spin liquid may arise with not too
drastic perturbations to the model, and the triangular lattice
has thus remained a prominent setting in the search for two-
dimensional spin liquids.
Recent experiments on the spin-12 anisotropic triangular
antiferromagnet Cs2CuCl4 stimulated renewed interest in
possible spin-liquid phases proximate to the nearest-neighbor
Heisenberg model.4,5 This material is accurately modeled by
an anisotropic Heisenberg Hamiltonian supplemented by a
weak Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction.6 Although long-
range spiral order develops at temperatures T0.62 K, the
dynamical structure factor measured via neutron scattering
exhibits “critical” power laws at intermediate energies, both
in the ordered phase and in a range of temperatures above
TN. This unusual power-law behavior in the excitation spec-
trum is highly suggestive of spinon deconfinement that is
characteristic of spin liquids.
A variety of theoretical approaches have been employed
to capture spin liquids on the triangular lattice. Kalmeyer and
Laughlin exploited a mapping between the spin-12 Heisen-
berg model and hard-core bosons in a magnetic field to ob-
tain a “chiral” spin liquid which breaks time-reversal
symmetry.7,8 Their arguments were subsequently reformu-
lated by Yang et al.,9 who arrived at the chiral spin liquid by
10fermionizing the spins using Chern-Simons flux attachment
1098-0121/2006/7317/17443020 174430and expanding around a “flux-smeared” mean-field state. Us-
ing a slave-boson representation of the spin operators, Sach-
dev explored an SpN generalization of the Heisenberg
model, and in the large-N limit obtained a Z2 spin liquid
ground state, which breaks no symmetries.11 The Z2 spin
liquid was later realized microscopically in a quantum dimer
model on the triangular lattice.12 Finally, a large class of spin
liquids was studied by Zhou and Wen using a slave fermion
representation of the spins.13 Whereas excitations in both the
chiral and Z2 spin liquids are gapped, the slave fermion
mean-field approach can give rise to so-called “algebraic
spin liquids,” which admit gapless spin excitations and
power-law spin correlations.
In this paper we pursue an alternate approach to the spin-
1
2 triangular antiferromagnet, and use vortex duality to attack
the problem coming from the easy-plane regime. Duality has
been a powerful tool for exploring unconventional phases
such as valence bond solids and spin liquids in quantum spin
systems,14–18 as well as complex charge-ordered states in
bosonic systems.19–24 The main difficulty here is that vortices
are at finite density, which is familiar from dual approaches
to the fractional quantum Hall problem. As an initial step
towards applying duality to frustrated spin systems, in Ref.
25 we examined integer-spin triangular antiferromagnets
with easy-plane symmetry from the vortex perspective. By
fermionizing the vortices using Chern-Simons flux attach-
ment, it was shown that an effective low-energy dual formu-
lation can be derived, which was argued to reproduce the
physics of a more direct Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson analysis
of the spin model. While this approach is reminiscent of the
spin fermionization adopted by Yang et al.,9 we emphasize
that alternatively fermionizing vortices is advantageous be-
cause the vortices interact logarithmically, which allows for a
more controllable treatment of Chern-Simons gauge fluctua-
tions.
Here we extend the fermionized vortex approach to the
spin-12 triangular antiferromagnet with easy-plane symmetry
and anisotropic nearest-neighbor exchanges J and J as
shown in Fig. 1. This formalism allows us to explore the
phase diagram of the spin model in a setting where a more
©2006 The American Physical Society-1
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sible due to Berry phases. Remarkably, over a broad range of
anisotropy J /J1.4 this approach leads naturally, with the
simplest flux-smeared mean-field starting point, to a “criti-
cal” spin liquid that we will refer to as the algebraic vortex
liquid. This state was introduced earlier and applied to
Cs2CuCl4 in a short letter, Ref. 26, and is characterized in
detail here. Schematically, vortices form a critical state with
four Dirac nodes, and interact via a fluctuating gauge field
representing the original boson current fluctuations. Already
on the mean-field level, the gapless character of the vortex
state implies power-law Sz and S± spin correlations at spe-
cific wave vectors shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. Such
momenta for low-energy excitations in the spin system are
determined by short-distance physics in the frustrated mag-
net, and we propose that this physics is well captured in the
vortex treatment.
Going beyond a mean-field analysis, we argue that the
algebraic vortex liquid is described by QED3 with an emer-
gent global SU4 flavor symmetry, which has further impli-
cations for the dynamical spin correlations. In particular, as a
consequence of the SU4 symmetry the in-plane spin struc-
ture factor exhibits enhanced universal power-law correla-
tions with the same exponent at several momenta in the Bril-
louin zone: the spiral ordering wave vectors ±Q and
momenta K1,2,3 at the midpoints of the Brillouin zone edges
see Fig. 7. The out-of-plane spin structure factor mean-
while has enhanced correlations only at the spiral ordering
wave vectors ±Q. These nontrivial properties distinguish the
algebraic vortex liquid from other known spin liquids. Inter-
estingly, the prominence of momenta K1,2,3 in the theory
appears to be consistent with recent series expansion studies
of the Heisenberg triangular antiferromagnet,27 which ob-
serve excitation energies at these wave vectors which are
dramatically reduced relative to linear spin-wave theory.
Moreover, the prediction of “active” momenta ±Q and K1,2
in the anisotropic system seems to capture the neutron scat-
tering data for Cs2CuCl4.4,5
The phase diagram in the vicinity of the algebraic vortex
liquid is also explored, and found to be rather rich. Nearby
phases include the Kalmeyer-Laughlin chiral spin liquid, nu-
FIG. 1. Color online Triangular lattice and the dual honey-
comb on which vortices reside. Spins shown illustrate a vortex. The
spin exchange and vortex hopping amplitudes are generally aniso-
tropic, with J /J t / t.merous magnetically ordered states including the coplanar
174430spiral state, and variants of supersolids discussed
recently.28–31
In the range of anisotropy J /J1.4, our treatment cap-
tures the “square-lattice” Néel ordered state, which is the
expected ground state in this regime.32 Here, we demonstrate
in a particularly clear setting that anomalous “roton” minima
in the excitation spectrum observed by series expansion stud-
ies can indeed be accounted for as low-energy vortex-
antivortex excitations.27,32 We further predict that these low-
energy rotons may have still more dramatic effects in the
easy-plane regime, which would be useful to explore using
series expansions.
The paper is organized as follows. The spin model and the
dual vortex mapping are introduced in Sec. II. In Sec. III the
fermionized vortex theory is developed. We first discuss the
“roton” excitations in the Néel phase arising when J /J
1.4. We then obtain a low-energy effective theory for
J /J1.4 which contains a description of the algebraic vor-
tex liquid. Section IV focuses on the properties of the alge-
braic vortex liquid, including its stability, symmetries, and
dynamic spin correlations. The proximate phases of the alge-
braic vortex liquid are explored in Sec. V, and we conclude
with a discussion in Sec. VI.
II. MODEL
A. Easy-plane spin model
We begin by considering an easy-plane, anisotropic spin-
1
2 triangular antiferromagnet modeled by an XXZ Hamil-
tonian with nearest-neighbor exchange,
H0 =
1
2 
rr
JrrSr
+Sr
−
+ H.c. + 
rr
Jrr
z Sr
zSr
z
, 1
where Sr
±
=Sr
x± iSr
y are the usual spin raising and lowering
operators. As illustrated in Fig. 1, we take the in-plane ex-
change energy to be Jrr=J along bold horizontal links and
Jrr=J along diagonal links of the triangular lattice. The
out-of-plane exchange is defined to be J
rr
z Jrr, with 0
1 to satisfy the easy-plane condition.
It is convenient to work with the easy-plane spin model
recast in terms of quantum rotors by introducing an integer-
valued boson number nr and its conjugate phase r. Upon
identifying Sr
z →nr−1/2 and Sr+→eir, the Hamiltonian
reads
H0 = 
rr
Jrr cosr − r + U
r
nr − 1/22
+ 
rr
Jrr
z nr − 1/2nr − 1/2 . 2
The U term above energetically enforces the constraint of
having either 0 or 1 boson per site as required for modeling
a spin-12 system.
The XXZ Hamiltonian H0 respects a number of internal
and discrete lattice symmetries which we now enumerate.
The model exhibits U1 spin symmetry and is invariant un-
der time reversal T and a “particle-hole” transformation C-2
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tions, the rotor fields transform as follows:
U1: n → n, ei → ei+, 3
C: n → 1 − n, ei → e−i, 4
T: n → 1 − n, ei → − e−i, 5
where  is a constant and T is an antiunitary operation which
sends i→−i. The model also preserves translations Tr by
triangular lattice vectors r, as well as x-reflections Rx and
inversions i.e., 	 rotations R	 about a triangular lattice site.
Rather than considering the x-reflections Rx, it will be useful
for subsequent developments to work with a modified anti-
unitary reflection R˜ xRxCT. The latter operations transform
the rotor fields as
R˜ x: nr → nr, eir → − eir, 6
where r is an appropriately reflected coordinate. In the iso-
tropic limit J=J, the XXZ Hamiltonian additionally pre-
serves 	 /3 rotations R	/3 about a triangular lattice site; R	 is
then no longer an independent symmetry since R	/3
3
=R	.
In this paper we are interested in exploring the phase dia-
gram accessible with the above XXZ spin model as a starting
point. In particular, as the low spin and geometric frustration
strongly suppress the tendency to magnetically order, it is
natural to ask whether spin-liquid phases can be realized
with not too drastic perturbations to the model. To this end,
we would like to derive an effective theory that governs the
low-energy behavior of the spin system. This is, for instance,
readily achieved for the integer-spin analogue of Eq. 1, and
the phase diagram can be explored within a standard Landau
analysis. However, for the spin-12 system studied here a simi-
lar direct analysis of the spin model is hindered by the pres-
ence of Berry phases. Consequently, obtaining a low-energy
theory is largely intractable in this formulation.
To proceed we utilize an alternative dual approach, intro-
duced in the context of integer-spin systems in Ref. 25,
wherein one considers a reformulation of the problem in
terms of fermionized vortices. In this framework, the basic
degrees of freedom one works with are vortices—topological
defects in which the phases r of the spins wind by 2	
around a triangular plaquette as in Fig. 1—rather than the
spins themselves. Although the vortices as defined are
bosonic, it will prove extremely useful to fermionize them in
a manner familiar from the fractional quantum Hall effect via
Chern-Simons flux attachment. Doing so enables us to obtain
a low-energy dual theory, which as we will demonstrate
leads naturally to a “critical” spin-liquid phase, the algebraic
vortex liquid.
B. Dual vortex mapping
We proceed now to the dual vortex theory. We forgo the
details of the duality mapping as these are provided in Sec.
III of Ref. 25 in a very similar setting, and instead emphasize
the important physical aspects of the dual theory. Implement-
ing the duality transformation on the quantum rotor Hamil-
174430tonian Eq. 2,19 one obtains a theory of bosonic vortices
with “electromagnetic” interactions hopping among sites of
the dual honeycomb lattice depicted by the dashed lines in
Fig. 1. The vortices interact via a “vector potential” axx
R and a conjugate “electric field” exx which reside on
honeycomb links and mediate a logarithmic vortex repulsion.
Here x ,x denote nearest-neighbor honeycomb sites.
Throughout, we distinguish sites of the honeycomb and tri-
angular lattices by the labels “x” and “r,” respectively.
These dual gauge fields satisfy the commutation relation
	exx ,axx
= i and commute on different links. In-plane spin
components are encoded in this formulation through the
“electric field” and the vortices. The Sz component of spin
meanwhile appears as a dual “magnetic flux,”
Sr
z 
1
2	

 ar, 7
where 
ar signifies a lattice curl of axx around the hexa-
gon encircling site r of the triangular lattice. Although axx
roams over the real numbers, the desired half-integer values
of Sz in Eq. 7 are imposed energetically in the dual theory.
In terms of a vortex number operator Nx and vortex cre-
ation operator eix, the dual vortex Hamiltonian can be ex-
pressed as
Hdual = Ha − 
xx
2txx cosx − x − axx − axx
0  8
together with a Gauss’s law constraint for the “electric field,”

 · ex = Nx − 1/2. 9
Here a
xx
0 is a static gauge field satisfying 
a0r=	, and

 ·ex denotes a lattice divergence of exx at site x. More-
over, Ha describes the gauge field dynamics,
Ha = 
xx
Jxxexx
2
+ U
r

 ar
2
+ 
rr
Jrr
z 
 ar
 ar, 10
with U=U / 2	2, J
rr
z
=J
rr
z / 2	2, and Jxx=2	2J on the
bold zigzag honeycomb links in Fig. 1 while Jxx=2	2J on
vertical honeycomb links.
The cosine term in Eq. 8 describes nearest-neighbor vor-
tex hopping in an average background of 	 flux per hexagon.
This background “magnetic flux” is provided by the static
gauge field a
xx
0
and arises because Sz is half-integer valued
in the original spin model. The average background flux for
an integer spin system, in contrast, is trivial.25 The hopping
amplitudes txx are chosen to be anisotropic to reflect the spin
exchange anisotropy. In particular, as illustrated in Fig. 1 we
take txx= t on the bold zigzag links of the honeycomb and
txx= t on vertical links, with t / tJ /J since vortices hop
more easily across weak spin links than strong spin links.
An important feature of the dual theory is that with our
conventions25 the bosonic vortices are at half-filling, which is
a direct consequence of the underlying frustration in the spin
model. For example, in the classical 33 spin-ordered
state we define the vortex number to be one on “up” triangles
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the chirality. The half-filling of the vortices becomes mani-
fest upon reexpressing the dual Hamiltonian in terms of an
unconstrained electric field as follows:
H˜ dual = Hdual + 
xx
Nx − 1/2VxxNx − 1/2 , 11
where Vxx encodes the logarithmic vortex repulsion. Equa-
tion 11 clearly exhibits a vortex particle-hole symmetry.
The transformation properties of the dual fields under the
discrete microscopic symmetries can be straightforwardly
deduced as discussed in Ref. 25. These are summarized in
Table I. The continuous U1 spin symmetry, which reflects
conservation of Sz, is not directly manifest in this formula-
tion and is instead replaced by a conservation of dual gauge
flux, 
a. Additionally, the dual Hamiltonian has a
U1 gauge redundancy, being invariant under axx+axx
0 
→ axx+axx
0 +x−x and x→x+x for arbitrary x
R.
III. FERMIONIZED-VORTEX FORMULATION
Due to the finite vortex density together with the strong
vortex interactions, the dual theory as it stands appears as
intractable as the original spin model. There is, however, an
important distinction between the dual vortex formulation
and the original hard-core boson representation of the spin
model that we can exploit. In the dual theory the vortices
move in the presence of a dynamical gauge field which en-
codes the motion of the hard-core bosons. Thus, the dual
vortex theory is in some sense a two-fluid model that de-
scribes simultaneously both the dynamics of the hard-core
bosons and the vortices. As such, it is possible to imagine a
vortex moving together with a cloud of dual gauge flux, 

a, which can in effect modify the statistics of the vortex-
flux composite. Indeed, if the flux has strength ±2	, the
composite particle will behave like a fermion due to the
Aharonov-Bohm phase acquired from the dual flux under an
exchange process. What we imagine is that the motion of the
vortices and the dual flux can become dynamically correlated
in such a fashion to be well represented on intermediate
length scales by the dynamics of fermionic vortex-flux com-
posites moving in the presence of the remaining dynamical
TABLE I. Transformation properties of fields in the dual
bosonic-vortex formulation under the discrete microscopic symme-
tries. The lattice coordinates, which also transform appropriately
under the lattice symmetries, have been suppressed on all fields for
brevity.
Tr, R	, R	/3 isotropic limit C R˜ x, T
a0→a0 a0→−a0 a0→−a0
a→a a→−a a→−a
e→e e→−e e→e
→ →− →−
N→N N→1−N N→Ngauge flux.
174430This physical picture can be implemented by splitting the
gauge flux into two pieces, a→a+A, and attaching 2	 flux
of 
A to the vortices with the help of a Chern-Simons
term for A. An unfortunate but apparently unavoidable fea-
ture of this Chern-Simons approach is that we must choose
the sign of the attached flux, say, +2	 rather than −2	. One
could contemplate an alternate formulation wherein the sign
of the attached Chern-Simons flux is itself a dynamically
fluctuating field, but we do not attempt to do so in this paper.
Before proceeding to the details, we pause to comment on
the usefulness and limitations of this approach. Working with
fermionized vortices is expected to be legitimate for describ-
ing physics in regimes where the vortex exchange statistics is
unimportant. Consider, for instance, “insulating” phases of
the vortices, examples of which include vortex crystals and
“valence bond solids.” Such phases were explored in integer-
spin systems in Ref. 25, and shown to correspond to mag-
netically ordered spin states. At the lowest energy scales,
vortex density fluctuations are entirely frozen out, rendering
their exchange statistics unimportant; whether the vortices
are treated as bosonic or fermionic is presumably inconse-
quential.
On the other hand, once approximations are made to de-
rive a low-energy effective theory as we will do below, the
vortex fermionization approach is expected to be least reli-
able when describing “vortex condensates.” Such vortex
condensates correspond to paramagnetic states of the original
spin system. It is intuitively clear that trying to mimic the
physics of Bose condensation will be challenging with fer-
mionic fields, although this was the approach taken to de-
scribe any on superconductivity by a number of authors
some years back.
Here, we will be most interested in employing the fermi-
onized vortex approach to access the “critical” algebraic vor-
tex liquid. As we shall see, although the vortices are mobile
in this phase, due to their long-range interactions vortex den-
sity fluctuations will be so strongly suppressed that the
Chern-Simons flux attachment will be ineffective at modify-
ing the behavior on long length scales. We will argue that the
asymptotic low-energy physics of the algebraic vortex liquid
is described by fermionic vortices minimally coupled to a
gauge field mediating a long-range interaction with Max-
well but no Chern-Simons term. This theory is usually re-
ferred to as QED3.
A. Fermionization
Formally, fermionization can be implemented by treating
the vortices as hard-core bosons, replacing eix→bx† and
Nx→bx†bx=0,1, followed by a 2D Jordan-Wigner trans-
formation,10
bx
†
= dx
† expi 
xx
argx,xNx , 12
Nx = bx
†bx = dx
†dx. 13
Here argx ,x denotes an angle formed by the vector
x−x with respect to an arbitrary fixed axis.The dual fermionized-vortex Hamiltonian takes the form
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x1x2
tx1x2dx1
† dx2e
−iax1x2+ax1x2
0 +Ax1x2 + H.c. + Ha,
14
where we have introduced a Chern-Simons field
Ax1x2 = 
xx1,x2
	argx2,x − argx1,x
Nx 15
which in Eq. 14 resides on honeycomb links. Although we
have included only nearest-neighbor hopping in the dual vor-
tex Hamiltonian, one could also generically allow for small
further-neighbor hopping terms allowed by symmetry. Upon
fermionization, such terms similarly involve fermions
coupled to a Chern-Simons field defined as in Eq. 15, but
with x1 and x2 further-neighbor sites.
The transformation properties of the fermions and the
Chern-Simons field can be deduced by examining Eqs. 12
and 15. Table II summarizes the symmetry properties of all
fields in this representation. According to Eq. 12, particle-
hole symmetry sends dx→dx†eix, where for nearest-neighbor
honeycomb sites x1,2 the acquired phases satisfy x1 −x2
=	−2Ax1x2. Here Ax1x2 denotes the mean-field value of
the Chern-Simons field with Nx=1/2 appropriate for half-
filled fermions. Since the Chern-Simons flux through a given
hexagonal plaquette averages to 2	, which is equivalent to
zero flux, we take A=0 on nearest-neighbor links. Hence,
in the table we implement particle-hole symmetry by trans-
forming dx→ −1 jdx†, where j=1,2 labels one of the two
sublattices of the honeycomb. Note also that as discussed in
Ref. 25 time reversal acts nonlocally on the fermions, and
consequently we do not know how to faithfully realize this
symmetry in the continuum theory derived in the next sec-
tion. In the last column of Table II we provide a modified
time reversal, Tferm, which acts locally on the fermion fields
and corresponds to naive time reversal for fermions on a
lattice.
B. Vortex mean field and low-energy theory
One advantage of working with fermionized vortices is
that there is then a natural route to a low-energy effective
theory. Namely, we start by considering a noninteracting
TABLE II. Transformation properties of the fiel
metry properties of a0, a, e are the same as in Table I
sublattices of the honeycomb, and A refers to the
column Tferm corresponds to the naive time reversa
vortex Hamiltonian.
Tr, R	, R	/3 isotropic limit R˜
a0→ a0 −a
a→ a −a
e→ e e
dx→ d d
A→ A −A“flux-smeared” mean-field state, ignoring fluctuations in the
174430Chern-Simons and “electromagnetic” gauge fields and re-
placing the flux by an average background. Since the vorti-
ces are at half-filling, the Chern-Simons flux through each
hexagon averages to 2	, which is equivalent to zero flux on
a lattice. Thus, the “flux-smeared” mean-field Hamiltonian
describes free fermionic vortices hopping on the honeycomb
in a background of 	 flux due to a
xx
0 ,
HMF = − 
xx
txxdx
†dxe
−ia
xx
0
+ H.c. . 16
Working out the fermionized-vortex band structure for
HMF exposes the important low-energy degrees of freedom
in the mean-field theory. Doing so will enable us to derive a
continuum mean-field Hamiltonian, which will serve as the
foundation on which we construct the full interacting low-
energy theory by restoring fluctuations about the flux-
smeared mean-field state. To this end, we diagonalize HMF in
momentum space assuming the four-site unit cell shown in
Fig. 2, choosing a gauge with a
xx
0
=	 /4 directed along the
arrows in the figure. Throughout we take as our origin a
triangular lattice site denoted by the filled circle in Fig. 2.
The band structure consists of four bands, two with positive
energy and two with negative energy. Explicitly, the band
the dual fermionized-vortex representation. Sym-
he C column, j=1,2 labels one of the two triangular
-field value of Axx with Nx=1/2. The additional
the lattice fermions and is not a symmetry of the
C T Tferm
−a0 −a0 −a0
−a −a −a
−e e e
−1 jd† dxe−2ixxargx,xNx d
2A−A A
FIG. 2. Four-site unit cell chosen for the honeycomb. With our
gauge choice, the static gauge field a
xx
0 is zero on the vertical links,
while a
xx
0
=	 /4 on the zigzag links directed along the arrows. The
filled circle indicates our origin, which coincides with a triangulards in
. In t
mean
l for
x
0lattice site.
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3 are given by
E2 = t2 + 2t2 ± 2tt2 sin2 kx + t2	1 + cos kx cos3ky
 .
The spectrum has Dirac nodes at zero energy for t / t2
and is gapped for t / t2; we discuss these two cases sepa-
rately below. Our main focus will be on the former gapless
regime, where the algebraic vortex liquid arises. In the latter
case with gapped vortices, which corresponds to the “square-
lattice” Néel phase shown in Fig. 4, we will briefly discuss
how within our flux-smeared mean-field treatment we can
account for the anomalous “roton” minima in the excitation
spectra observed by series expansion studies.27,32
1. t / t2: Gapped vortices. “Rotons” in the frustrated
square lattice
For t / t2, the half-filled fermionic vortices form a
band insulator with the minimum band gap occurring at
wave vectors Q1= 0,0 and Q2= 	 ,	 /3 in the Brillouin
zone of Fig. 3. It is useful in this range of anisotropy to view
the triangular system as a square lattice antiferromagnet with
nearest-neighbor exchange J and frustrating antiferromag-
netic exchange J along one diagonal direction as shown in
Fig. 4. The vortex insulator realized here corresponds to the
square-lattice Néel state, which for sufficiently small J is the
anticipated ground state. Since we are considering an easy-
plane model, the spins order in the Sx ,Sy plane. The gapless
Goldstone spin-wave at zero momentum is realized in the
FIG. 3. Color online a Schematic energy dispersion with
t / t2 near the four Dirac points which compose the Fermi “sur-
face” for the half-filled fermions in the flux-smeared mean-field
state. b Locations of the Dirac points in the rectangular Brillouin
zone corresponding to our unit cell choice in Fig. 2. The pairs of
nodes Q1+, Q1− and Q2+, Q2− coalesce when t / t=2 and become
gapped for t / t2.dual theory as a propagating “photon” mode in the electro-
174430magnetic gauge fields. The Goldstone mode at the ordering
wave vector present in a Heisenberg system acquires a gap in
the easy-plane limit. The Néel phase survives down to t / t
=2, at which point the spectrum becomes gapless at Q1,2
signaling the destruction of the Néel order. Series expansion
studies32 for the spatially anisotropic Heisenberg system find
that the Néel phase survives in a similar range of anisotropy,
J /J1.4.
Interestingly, excitation spectra for the Néel state calcu-
lated in series expansion studies of the Heisenberg system
show significant deviations from spin-wave theory.27,32 In
terms of the standard square-lattice Brillouin zone notation,
linear spin-wave theory predicts identical excitation energies
at momenta 	 /2 ,	 /2 and 	 ,0 irrespective of the frus-
trating coupling J. Series expansions, on the other hand, ob-
tain large energy differences between these momenta due to
a “roton” minimum in the spectrum at 	 ,0 which deepens
as J increases see Fig. 3 in Ref. 27. When J /J=1.7, the
excitation energy at 	 ,0 is roughly 27% lower than that at
	 /2 ,	 /2.27,32
The anomalous minimum can be accounted for within our
flux-smeared mean-field treatment as a low-energy vortex-
antivortex excitation, thus substantiating the roton interpre-
tation. Before proceeding, we want to note that Refs. 27 and
32 consider Sz=1 excitations since the projection of the total
spin onto the Néel vector direction assumed to be along Sz
is conserved in the ordered phase of the Heisenberg system.
There is no such spin quantum number in the easy-plane
case, and we can characterize the excitations only by their
momenta. If necessary, in the Heisenberg case there are al-
ways low-energy magnons near zero momentum and 	 ,	
which can be added to the vortex-antivortex excitations dis-
cussed below to get the required spin quantum number.
To work more formally, consider the dynamical correla-
tion of the Sz operator at momentum q in the flux-smeared
mean field theory. Sq
z obtains contributions from vortex cur-
rents whose circulation induces flux in the dual gauge field.
The precise form of these vortex currents will be unimpor-
tant here, but can be obtained by constructing perturbations
to the hopping Hamiltonian which give rise to static gauge
flux modulated at wave vector q. Generically, these contri-
FIG. 4. Color online Phase diagram for the dual fermionized-
vortex Hamiltonian in the flux-smeared mean-field state. In the
range of anisotropy t / t2, it is useful to view the system as a
square lattice antiferromagnet with nearest-neighbor exchange J
and frustrating coupling J along one of the diagonal links as shown
above.butions can be expressed as
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z  
a,b=1
4

k
a,bk,qda
†kdbk − q . 17
Here a ,b are band indices, k is summed over the Brillouin
zone in Fig. 3b, da
†k adds a fermion with momentum k in
band a, and a,b are generally nonvanishing complex factors.
Consequently, the spin structure factor has contributions not
only from spin waves, but also from vortex-antivortex “ro-
ton” excitations. In the ground state the two lower bands are
filled, while the upper bands are empty. The excitation en-
ergy 
rotq for a roton with momentum q is thus simply
given by the minimum energy required to promote a fermion
with arbitrary momentum k from an occupied band to a state
with momentum k−q in an unoccupied band,

rotq = min
k
	Eemptyk − q − Efilledk
 . 18
This is straightforward to compute from the vortex band
structure. The result for 
rotq along several cuts in momen-
tum space is shown in Fig. 5 for three values of t / t. Note
that unlike Ref. 27 which shows the lower edge for all exci-
tations including spin waves, our figure shows only the
vortex-antivortex excitations. We also point out that the
vortex-antivortex excitation energies satisfy 
rotq=
rot	q
+ 	 ,0
=
rot	q+ 0,	
, though this does not hold for gen-
eral excitations.
The most notable feature to observe in Fig. 5 is that the
roton excitation energy at 	 ,0 decreases as the frustration
increases, consistent with series expansions, and becomes
gapless as the Néel order gets destroyed. The roton excita-
tions at 0,0 and 	 ,	 follow the same trend, though these
low-energy rotons would be difficult to observe in a Heisen-
berg system due to the gapless spin waves at these momenta.
However, since spin waves at 	 ,	 are gapped in the easy-
plane limit, significant deviations from spin-wave theory due
to the roton at this wave vector are expected. Series expan-
FIG. 5. “Roton” excitation energy 
rotq in the Néel phase
along various cuts in momentum space. To facilitate comparison
with Fig. 3 from Ref. 27, we use the same square lattice wave
vector notation. As frustration increases, the roton excitation energy
at 	 ,0 decreases, which is consistent with series expansion stud-
ies of the Heisenberg system Refs. 27 and 32, and eventually
become gapless as the Néel order is destroyed.sions for an easy-plane system to search for this anomaly
174430would be interesting, and could serve as a test for our expla-
nation of the Heisenberg spectra.
2. t / t2: Critical vortices
For t˜ t / t2 one finds that the Fermi “surface” for the
half-filled fermionic vortices consists of four gapless, lin-
early dispersing Dirac points shown schematically in Fig.
3a. With our gauge choice these Dirac points occur at gen-
erally incommensurate wave vectors Q1± and Q2± which can
be written
Q1± = ± 	/2 − Q˜ ,0 , 19
Q2± = ± 	/2 + Q˜ ,	/3 , 20
with
Q˜  	
2
− cos−1 t˜22  . 21
Figure 3b shows the positions of these wave vectors in the
rectangular Brillouin zone corresponding to our unit cell
choice. The Dirac points have the familiar relativistic disper-
sion E ±vx2qx2+vy2qy2, where q is measured relative to the
nodal wave vectors QLl L=1,2 ; l= + ,−. The velocities vx,y
are in general anisotropic due to the anisotropy in the hop-
ping amplitudes txx and are given by
vx = t1 − t˜22 
1/2
, 22
vy = vx 3t˜44 − t˜4
1/2
. 23
Note some limiting cases: in the isotropic case t˜=1 the ve-
locities are equal; in the one-dimensional 1D limit t˜→0 the
spectrum becomes dispersionless in the y direction; and fi-
nally, as t˜→2 and we approach the square lattice Néel
state, the Dirac cones merge in pairs and flatten in the x
direction, with vx→0.
For the purpose of exploring the low-energy physics of
the theory, it suffices to focus only on low-energy excitations
in the vicinity of the Dirac nodes. This can be achieved by
expanding the fermion operators around the wave vectors
QLl as follows:
dx, 
Ll
eiQLl·x
LlLl, 24
where x denotes sites of the honeycomb as before and 
=1, . . . ,4 labels the corresponding site index in the unit cell
pictured in Fig. 2. On the right-hand side of Eq. 24, Ll are
two-component spinors assumed to vary slowly on the lattice
scale, with spinor components indexed by the label = ↑ ,↓.
Up to an overall uniform normalization factor, the “eigenvec-
Lltors”  can be written
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− t˜
s
0
0
, 1+↓ = 
0
0
− t˜
s
 ,
1−↑ = 
0
0
s
− t˜
, 1−↓ = 
− s
t˜
0
0
 ,
2+↑ = e−i	/12
0
0
− it˜
s
, 2+↓ = ei	/12
− it˜
− s
0
0
 ,
2−↑ = e−i	/12
s
− it˜
0
0
, 2−↓ = ei	/12
0
0
s
it˜
 , 25
where s2 sinQ˜ /2.
Using the expansion for the fermion operators in Eq. 24,
we obtain the following low-energy continuum description
for the mean-field Hamiltonian:
HMF  dxLl† − ivxxx − ivyyyLl, 26
where the flavor indices Ll are implicitly summed and x,y
are Pauli matrices that contract with the spinor indices 	i.e.,
xLl
x Ll
. Proceeding to the imaginary-time path
integral formulation, the Euclidean-Lagrangian density ob-
tained from Eq. 26 can be written
LMF  ¯LlLl, 27
¯Ll  Ll
† 0, 28
where the space-time index =0,1 ,2 is defined so that
0,1,2,x,y and we have rescaled the spatial coordinates to
absorb the anisotropic velocities vx,y. The Dirac matrices 
are given by 0=z, 1=y, 2=−x and satisfy the usual
algebra  ,=2. We will also frequently use Pauli ma-
trices k and k which contract with the flavor indices L and
l, i.e.,
kLl  
k Ml,
TABLE III. Transformation properties of the continuum fermion
r=−1/2xˆ+3/2yˆ, respectively. Moreover, Tferm corresponds to th
physical spin time reversal.
T1 T2 R˜ x
→ ize−iQ˜zz −ixyei	Q˜ /2−	/4
zz ei	/4z−1LM
174430kLl  lm
k Lm. 29
Upon resurrecting the vortex interactions and gauge field
fluctuations about the mean-field state, we obtain the desired
low-energy theory,
L = ¯Ll − ia − iALl +
1
2e2
a2
+
i
4	
AA + L4f. 30
Equation 30 describes four flavors of two-component Dirac
fermions Ll corresponding to the four Dirac points mini-
mally coupled to a noncompact U1 gauge field a and a
Chern-Simons field A. The gauge field a mediates the
logarithmic vortex repulsion, while the Chern-Simons terms
above enforce the flux attachment to the fermions, thereby
restoring the original bosonic vortex exchange statistics. The
form of the Maxwell term above is only schematic and ig-
nores the underlying lattice anisotropy. Finally, L4f repre-
sents symmetry-allowed four-fermion terms arising from
short-range parts of the vortex interactions in the micro-
scopic model. We furnish an explicit form of L4f in Sec. V.
Table III displays the transformation properties of the
continuum fermion fields under the microscopic symmetries
with Tferm rather than T due to subtleties mentioned above.
With our gauge choice for a
xx
0 in Fig. 2, the two translations
given in Table III are realized as follows. The first, T1, cor-
responds to a simple translation of fields by r= xˆ. The sec-
ond, T2, corresponds to translation by r=−1/2xˆ+3/2yˆ
and must be accompanied by a gauge transformation. Spe-
cifically, T2 is realized by first implementing the required
gauge transformation by sending
dx,1/4 → iei	nx+nydx,1/4, 31
dx,2/3 → ei	nx+nydx,2/3, 32
where nx,y are integers labeling the unit cell to which site x
belongs, and then translating as follows:
dx,1/2 → dx+r,2/1, 33
dx,3/4 → dx+r,4/3. 34
Particle-hole symmetry and fermionic time reversal similarly
require gauge transformations, as do rotations in the isotropic
limit J=J.
Translations, reflections, and particle-hole symmetry pro-
hibit all possible fermion bilinears from appearing in Eq.
30 except i¯zzy=†zzx and ¯=†z. The first
s . Symmetries T1 and T2 correspond to translations by r= xˆ and
ive time reversal for fermions on the honeycomb rather than the
R	 C Tferm R	/3 isotropic limit
xz xzx	†
t yy e−i	/6
z
xei	/4
z
ei	/4
xxfield
e na
of these bilinears is a perturbation to the Hamiltonian which
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the trivial effect of shifting the x components of the nodal
wave vectors QLl, which are not protected in an anisotropic
system. In the isotropic limit, i¯zzy is eliminated by
rotation symmetry. Deducing the fate of ¯, which respects
all symmetries except Tferm, requires more care and will be
discussed in Sec. IV A. We will argue that adding this term
to the action drives the system into the Kalmeyer-Laughlin
chiral spin-liquid, which breaks physical time-reversal sym-
metry. Thus ¯ should be excluded if we are to describe a
time-reversal invariant state.
At this point it is worth emphasizing that upon consider-
ing the simplest flux-smeared state, we have already arrived
at a mean-field description of the “critical” algebraic vortex
liquid AVL which is the main focus of this paper. The
“critical” nature of this state follows from the gaplessness of
the fermionic vortices, which in turn allows for gapless spin
excitations as we will discuss below. Many properties of the
AVL, such as the momentum-space locations of the low-
energy spin excitations, can in fact be deduced from the
mean-field theory. By studying the effective Lagrangian Eq.
30, we will attempt to go beyond such a mean-field analy-
sis. In particular, in the following section we will address the
stability of the AVL when fluctuations about the flux-
smeared state are incorporated and make quantitative predic-
tions for various spin correlations in the AVL. Moreover,
with this effective theory in hand we can also explore the
phase diagram in the vicinity of the AVL. The algebraic vor-
tex liquid has a number of interesting proximate phases,
some of which we explore in Sec. V.
To summarize, the mean-field phase diagram along the
spatial anisotropy axis t / t is shown in Fig. 4. We will focus
on t / t2 for the remainder of the paper.
IV. ALGEBRAIC VORTEX LIQUID
A. Effective theory of the AVL—QED3
We begin our detailed characterization of the algebraic
vortex liquid by examining the continuum theory describing
fluctuations about the critical flux-smeared mean-field state.
The full interacting theory is described by the effective La-
grangian Eq. 30. To ascertain response properties of the
spin system, we add an external probing field Aext which
couples to the three-current of the hard-core bosons. In the
dual vortex formulation prior to fermionization, this three-
current is given by j= a /2	. Upon fermionization, we
introduced an additional Chern-Simons field, and attached
flux A=2	 to the vortices. As discussed at the begin-
ning of Sec. III, it is convenient to view the Chern-Simons
field as being “part” of the original gauge field, that is a
→ a˜=a+A. The idea is that it is the physical hard-core boson
current which is becoming correlated with the motion of the
vortices, forming a vortex-flux composite which behaves as a
fermion. Based on this picture, it is reasonable to assume that
the Chern-Simons gauge flux carries the U1 charge of the
hard-core bosons, and to couple in the external field via
Lext = −
i
2	
Aext	 a + 1 −  A
 , 35
with =0. Traditional application of Chern-Simons theory
would take instead =1, which corresponds to the assump-
174430tion that the Chern-Simons flux is “fictitious” rather than
physical and hence carries no quantum numbers. As we shall
see below, the choice =0 is preferable, being essentially
equivalent to replacing physical time reversal invariance by
Tferm. But for now we keep  as an arbitrary parameter.
Since the Dirac fermions in the low-energy continuum
theory given in Eq. 30 couple only to a˜=a+A, it is
instructive to rewrite the Lagrangian in terms of this sum
field. The full Lagrangian can then be cast in the following
appealing form:
L = LQED3 + LCS + Lint + Lext, 36
with
LQED3 = ¯Ll − ia˜Ll +
1
2e2
 a˜2 + L4f , 37
and
LCS =
i
4	
A A . 38
Here, LQED3 describes noncompact quantum electrodynam-
ics in 2+1 dimensions QED3 with N=4 flavors, which is
coupled to the Chern-Simons Lagrangian by an interaction,
Lint = −
1
e2
 a˜ A . 39
The external probing field takes the form
Lext = −
i
2	
Aext a˜ + 
i
2	
Aext A . 40
Notice that with the choice =0, the external source field
only couples to a˜.
Before discussing the effects of the interaction term, we
briefly review the behavior of QED3, which has been widely
studied in a variety of contexts.25,33–40 The fixed point with
e2=0 in which gauge fluctuations are entirely suppressed and
the fermions are essentially free is unstable, so that QED3 is
inherently a strongly interacting field theory. Consequently,
to make progress analytically one must modify the theory in
a manner which provides a controlled limit. An often used
approach is the large-N limit, where one generalizes to a
large number N of fermion flavors. Starting from the infinite-
N limit, one can then perform a controlled analysis by per-
turbing in powers of 1 /N. This approach can be cast in the
form of a renormalization group treatment, and an important
feature is that the gauge field a˜ scales like an inverse length
and due to gauge invariance does not pick up an anomalous
dimension. The scaling dimensions of the symmetry-allowed
four-fermion interactions in Eq. 37 do generally acquire an
anomalous dimension, which can be computed perturbatively
in inverse powers of N. For large enough N all four-fermion
terms are irrelevant, and QED3 thus realizes a nontrivial
stable critical phase. For NNc, with some unknown Nc, it is
believed that four-fermion terms become relevant, leading to
spontaneous fermion mass generation and the destruction of
criticality except with fine-tuning. While Nc can in prin-
ciple be deduced in QED3 simulations, recent studies are
inconclusive as to whether Nc lies above or below the N=4
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henceforth that Nc4. Further numerical simulations and
higher-order calculations in 1/N would be useful for justify-
ing or negating this assumption.
We are now in position to consider the effects of the cou-
pling Lint between QED3 and the Chern-Simons Lagrangian.
Since LCS is Gaussian, it can be viewed as the fixed point of
a renormalization group transformation in which A is res-
caled like an inverse length. For large e, the effects of the
interaction can then be studied perturbatively. Since Lint is
quadratic in the gauge fields and involves two derivatives it
has scaling dimension 4, and is formally irrelevant. The fixed
points described by QED3 and Chern-Simons theory evi-
dently decouple at low energies. The physics here is that due
to the logarithmic vortex repulsion which strongly sup-
presses vortex density fluctuations, exchange statistics play
only a minor role at criticality. In the next section we will
employ QED3 to access the properties of the critical alge-
braic vortex liquid phase.
But caution is necessary. For LQED3 fermionic time rever-
sal symmetry precludes the generation of a fermionic mass
term ¯, which respects all symmetries of the Lagrangian
except Tferm. The Chern-Simons Lagrangian LCS, however, is
not invariant under Tferm. As a result, once the two theories
are coupled, despite the irrelevance of this coupling a small
fermion mass term will presumably be generated, being no
longer symmetry protected. Tracing back its origin, we see
that the sign of the vortex mass will be determined by the
sign of the flux that was attached upon vortex fermioniza-
tion. As we will discuss in Sec. V A, this mass term drives
the system into the Kalmeyer-Laughlin chiral spin-liquid,
which breaks physical spin time-reversal symmetry. Thus, in
order to correctly implement a renormalization group analy-
sis that faithfully respects the physical time-reversal symme-
try of the original spin model, we must maintain massless-
ness of the fermions. We will proceed under the assumption
that the physically correct procedure is to tune a small bare
mass term to cancel the effects of the irrelevant coupling as it
scales to zero—that is, to tune the fully renormalized mass
term to zero. The resulting massless and critical QED3 gives
us a description of the time-reversal invariant algebraic vor-
tex liquid.
Subtleties associated with time-reversal invariance are
also apparent in the Hall conductivity of the original hard-
core bosons, which we now briefly discuss. Once the Chern-
Simons Lagrangian LCS has decoupled, one can readily per-
form the Gaussian integration over A, which gives
Lext = −
i
2	
Aext a˜ − 2
i
4	
Aext Aext . 41
This form shows that the conductivity tensor of the original
hard-core bosons, , is given by
 =

fv
2	2
+
2
2	
, 42
where fv is the resistivity tensor for the fermionic vortices
described by QED3 and  is the antisymmetric tensor. Since
the Hall resistivity for the fermions vanishes in QED3 due to174430-Tferm symmetry, the Hall conductivity for the bosons in the
critical AVL phase is given by xy =2 /2	. Recall that the
parameter  gives a measure of how much bosonic charge is
ascribed to the statistical flux attached to the vortices.
Generally, the Hall conductivity is not a low-energy prop-
erty of a physical system, and as such can be nonuniversal
even at a critical point or in a critical phase. However, since
the original spin model is time-reversal invariant, the Hall
conductivity must vanish, at least in the absence of any spon-
taneous symmetry breaking. Notice that the required vanish-
ing of the Hall conductivity follows provided we take the
parameter =0. As discussed above and in Sec. III, the
choice =0 corresponds to assuming that the Chern-Simons
flux attached to the vortices carries a nonvanishing boson
charge. On the other hand, if the statistical flux is presumed
to carry no charge, one has =1 and a nonvanishing Hall
conductivity, with a sign set by the sign of the attached sta-
tistical flux. The former choice, =0, gives us a way to ac-
cess a time-reversal invariant state with zero Hall conductiv-
ity independent of the sign of attached flux. Physically, with
the fermions coupling to the sum a˜=a+A, the motion of the
vortices leads to a “screening” of the attached flux A, by
the fluctuating flux a. At long wavelengths the total flux
surrounding each vortex,  a˜, which is proportional to the
full boson current when =0, vanishes. The vortices are
charge neutral and the Hall effect vanishes.
It would clearly be desirable to have a method for fermi-
onization involving flux attachment in a more democratic
fashion which treats +2	 and −2	 in an exactly equivalent
manner. But in the absence of such an approach, we must
content ourselves with using LQED3 together with the as-
sumption of =0 to describe the properties of the time-
reversal invariant AVL phase.
B. Symmetries of the AVL
The critical QED3 theory proposed to describe the AVL
respects all symmetries in Table III, and also has a dual glo-
bal U1 symmetry under →ei reflecting conservation of
vorticity. Due to the assumed irrelevance of four-fermion
terms in the scaling limit, the theory also possesses an emer-
gent global SU4 flavor symmetry, being invariant under
arbitrary SU4 flavor rotations of the form →U, with
U†=U−1. The 16 conserved three-currents associated with
the U1 and SU4 symmetries can be compactly written
J

= ¯ 43
and satisfy J

=0. Here the indices  , range from 0 to 3;
0 and 0 are identity matrices; and  j and  j are Pauli ma-
trices defined as in Eq. 29. The U1 conserved current is
J00

, while the remaining 15 currents constitute the SU4
conserved currents. The 48 fermion bilinears comprising J

are prohibited from acquiring an anomalous dimension. We
will be primarily interested in the remaining 16 bilinears,
whose correlations are enhanced by gauge fluctuations; their
transformation properties are supplied in Table IV. Figure 6
displays the set of momenta carried by these enhanced fer-
mion bilinears, which correspond to the leading gapless10
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are explicitly given by ±Q, where
Q = 2Q˜ + 	,0 44
and Q˜ is defined in Eq. 21, K1,2= 	 ,	 /3, K3
= 0,2	 /3, and ±P j = ± Q+K j. We will often refer to ±Q
as spiral ordering wave vectors, since in the isotropic limit
these correspond to the 33 order.
C. Dynamical spin correlations in the AVL
We turn now to the dynamical spin correlations in the
AVL. Due to the gaplessness of the fermionic vortices, the
AVL admits universal power-law correlations in the spin
structure factor. To extract these spin correlations from our
dual theory, we need to first identify the operators in QED3
TABLE IV. Transformation properties of the 1
fluctuations at the AVL fixed point we do not show
the spiral ordering wave vector defined in Eq. 44,
P j  Q+K j. Figure 6 displays the set of momenta
Tr R˜ x
¯=MKL→ MKL MKL
¯zz=M33→ M33 M33 −
¯ x+ izy=MSS→ eiQ·rMSS MSS
¯xx=K1→ eiK1·rK1 K2
¯yx=K2→ eiK2·rK2 K1
¯z=K3→ eiK3·rK3 K3
¯yy=K1→ e
iK1·rK1 −K2
¯xy=K2→ e
iK2·rK2 −K1
¯z=K3→ e
iK3·rK3 K3
¯ x+ iyz=P1→ eiP1·rP1 P2
¯ y − ixz=P2→ eiP2·rP2 P1
¯ zx+ iy=P3→ eiP3·rP3 P3
FIG. 6. Momenta carried by the fermion bilinears in Table IV,
whose correlations are enhanced by gauge fluctuations at the AVL
fixed point.
174430-which correspond to Sz and S+. We discuss the correlations of
Sz and S+ separately below.
1. Sz correlators
From our microscopic identification in Eq. 7, it is clear
that near zero momentum Sz appears in QED3 as the con-
served dual gauge flux, a /2	. Since a is massless in
the critical theory, Sz exhibits power-law correlations at zero
momentum with scaling dimension 2. At other wave vectors,
Sz receives contributions from fermion bilinears in QED3
which carry the same quantum numbers. More precisely, due
to subtleties with realizing physical time reversal in QED3,
we require that contributing fermion bilinears have the same
quantum numbers as a. These bilinears arise microscopi-
cally from gapless vortex currents that induce gauge flux
modulations at finite wave vector, which are analogous to the
“rotons” discussed in Sec. III B 1.
From such an analysis, the continuum expression for Sz
takes the form
Sz 

 a
2	
+ eiQ·rMSS + H.c. + ¯ , 45
where MSS and MSS† are enhanced fermion bilinears from
Table IV that carry momenta ±Q. It can be readily verified
using the table that the right-hand side has the desired sym-
metry properties. The ellipsis in Eq. 45 represents terms
arising from nonenhanced fermion bilinears 	i.e., those
which are part of the SU4 conserved currents
 and higher-
order contributions. For completeness, we note that these
nonenhanced bilinears carry momenta K1,2,3 and ±P1,2,3 in
Fig. 6. Thus the Sz correlations at momenta K j and ±P j have
scaling dimension 
nonenh=2.
Due to enhancement from gauge field fluctuations, the
fermion bilinear M in fact provides the dominant power
linears whose correlations are enhanced by gauge
rately MSS† and P1,2,3† . In the second column, Q is
e on the midpoints of the Brillouin zone edges, and
ed by the enhanced fermion bilinears.
C Tferm R	/3 isotropic limit
L MKL −MKL MKL
3 −M33 M33 −M33
S −MSS −MSS† MSS†
−K1 K1 K3
−K2 K2 K1
−K3 K3 K2
1 K1 −K1 K3
2 K2 −K2 K1
3 K3 −K3 −K2
P1 P1† P3†
P2 P2† P1†
P3 P3† P2†6 bi
sepa
K j li
carri
R	
MK
M3
MS†
K1
K2
K3
−K
−K
−K
P1†
P2†
P3†SS
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structure factor scales as
Szzk = ± Q + q,  
2
− q2
2 − q21−enh/2
. 46
The anomalous dimension enh is that of an enhanced fer-
mion bilinear in QED3 and can be estimated from the lead-
ing 1/N result,34
enh  3 −
128
3	2N
. 47
Setting N=4 yields enh1.92, and a scaling dimension

enh= 1+enh /21.46. At all other wave vectors Szz exhib-
its subdominant power laws.
The fact that the leading Sz correlations occur at momenta
±Q suggests proximity of “supersolids” to the AVL. Such
states are characterized by concurrent Sz and S+ order, and
are nontrivial in an easy-plane system where typically only
in-plane spin order occurs. As we will show in Sec. V B 2,
supersolid phases indeed emerge naturally out of the AVL.
2. S+ correlators
Since the spin raising and lowering operators S± add spin
±1, the corresponding operators in QED3 are “monopole in-
sertions” which add ±2	 gauge flux. Our goal here will be to
construct a continuum expression for S+ in terms of these
monopoles and from this extract the leading in-plane spin
correlations, much as we did for Sz above. Monopole opera-
tors in QED3 were discussed in a very similar setting in Ref.
25, and here we shall only highlight the main points. We will
assume that the added ±2	 flux is spread smoothly over a
large area compared to the lattice unit cell, and treat the flux
as a static background. This flux alters the fermionic spec-
trum, and in particular gives rise to four zero-energy modes,
one for each fermion flavor in the continuum. The zero-mode
wave functions can be obtained by first modifying the mean-
field Hamiltonian density in Eq. 26 as follows:
HMF,q  − iLl† 	x − iaxqx + y − iayqy
Ll. 48
Here ax,y
q is the vector potential giving rise to 2	q flux, with
q= ±1 the monopole “charge.” Focusing only on the zero
TABLE V. Transformation properties of the zero-mode operators
were obtained by employing the Coulomb gauge for the added ±2
translation eigenoperators F,q
† defined in Eq. 52 which add fermi
T1 T2 R˜ x
fq→ ize−iQ˜zzfq −ixyei	Q˜ /2−	/4

zzfq ei	/4
z
−1f
F0,q
† → −F0,q† −F0,q† iF0,q†
F1,q
† → F1,q† F1,q† iF2,q†
F2,q
† → F2,q† −F2,q† iF1,q†
F3,q
† → −F3,q† F3,q† iF3,q†
FR,q
† → e−2iQ˜ FR,q† eiQ
˜
−
	
2 FR,q† iFR,q
†
FL,q
† → e2iQ˜ FL,q† e−iQ
˜
−
	
2 FL,q† iFL,q
†modes, we then replace
174430-Llx → Ll,qxfLl,q, 49
where Ll,q are the desired zero-mode wave functions and
the operator fLl,q annihilates the corresponding zero mode.
Choosing the Coulomb gauge for ax,y
q and assuming an azi-
muthally symmetric flux distribution centered around the ori-
gin, it is straightforward to show that the zero-mode wave
functions are41
Ll,+1 
1
x
10  , 50
Ll,−1 
1
x
01  . 51
The transformation properties of the zero-mode operators
fLl,q can be deduced from Eq. 49 and the transformation
properties of Ll in Table III; the results are shown in Table
V.
Since the fermions are at half-filling, physical i.e., gauge-
invariant states must have two of the four zero modes occu-
pied. Thus we need to consider six distinct monopole inser-
tions. It will be useful to define the following translation
eigenoperators which add fermions to two of the four zero
modes:
F0,q
†
= f1+,q† f2+,q† + f1−,q† f2−,q† ,
F1,q
†
= f1+,q† f1−,q† + f2+,q† f2−,q† ,
F2,q
†
= − i	f1+,q† f1−,q† − f2+,q† f2−,q† 
 ,
F3,q
†
= f1−,q† f2−,q† − f1+,q† f2+,q† ,
FR,q
†
= f1−,q† f2+,q† ,
FL,q
†
= f1+,q† f2−,q† . 52
For convenience, the transformation properties of these op-
erators are also displayed in Table V.
We now introduce the monopole operators by specifying
their action on the ground state with no added flux, denoted
†
in the charge q= ±1 monopole sectors. The quoted transformations
uge flux. Also shown are the transformation properties of the six
to two of the four zero modes.
R	 C Tferm R	/3 isotropic limit
qxfq xz	f
−q
† 
t −iqyf
−q e−iq	/6xei	/4
z
ei	/4
xxfq
F0,q
† F0,−q F0,−q
†
−eiq	/3F0,q
†
−F1,q
† F1,−q F1,−q
† eiq	/3F3,q
†
−F2,q
† F2,−q F2,−q
† eiq	/3F1,q
†
−F3,q
† F3,−q F3,−q
† eiq	/3F2,q
†
FL,q
†
−FL,−q FL,−q
†
−eiq	/3FL,q
†
FR,q
†
−FR,−q FR,−q
†
−eiq	/3FR,q
†fLl,q
	 ga
ons
q0. First, we define monopole creation operators M which
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M0
†0 = ei0F0,+1
† DS, + 1 , 53
Mj
†0 = eijFj,+1
† DS, + 1 , 54
MR/L
† 0 = eiR/LFR/L,+1
† DS, + 1 , 55
Here j runs from 1 to 3 and DS , +1 is the filled negative-
energy Dirac sea with +2	 flux inserted and all zero modes
vacant. The Hermitian conjugate operators M are required
to add the opposite momentum and flux to the ground state,
M00 = ei0F0,−1
† DS,− 1 , 56
Mj0 = eijFj,−1
† DS,− 1 , 57
MR/L0 = eiR/LFL/R,−1
† DS,− 1 , 58
where DS ,− is the filled negative-energy Dirac sea with
−2	 flux inserted. It is important to note that the phases 
and  in the definitions above are arbitrary, and can be speci-
fied to our convenience so as to construct operators with the
desired transformation properties.
To obtain a continuum expression for S+ in terms of the
monopole operators, we need to determine the quantum
numbers they carry. This in turn requires knowing the trans-
formation properties of DS ,q0. We take up this rather
involved issue in the Appendix. By employing general rela-
tions among the symmetries such as R	
2
=1, etc., we first
establish that
T1,2: DS,q0 → − DS,q0 ,
R˜ x: DS,q0 → ixDS,q0 ,
R	: DS,q0 → 	DS,q0 ,
C: DS,q0 →
Aa
fAa,−q† DS,− q0 ,
Tferm: DS,q0 → DS,− q0 ,
R	/3: DS,q0 → 	e2iq	/3DS,q0 . 59
Here x and 	 are signs which in principle are fixed, but
cannot be determined using only symmetry relations. The
specified action under rotation applies only in the isotropic
limit.
This information is sufficient to determine the momenta
carried by the monopoles: M0 carries zero momentum, Mj
carries momentum K j on the midpoint of a Brillouin zone
edge cf. Fig. 7, and MR/L carry momenta at the spiral or-
dering wave vectors ±Q. For other symmetries, however, a
more careful analysis is required. In fact, by examining the
symmetry of the monopoles under inversion, one can show
that it is impossible for all six bare monopole operators to
contribute to S+. Under inversion, we have M0→	M0 while
+Mj→−	Mj. But the Fourier components of S at zero mo-
174430-mentum and K j are all even under inversion. Depending on
the sign 	, either the bare monopole M0 or the three mono-
poles Mj must therefore be excluded on symmetry grounds
from a continuum expression for S+. Since MR/L are not
diagonal under inversion, one can always choose the phases
R/L and R/L to construct operators that transform like S+ at
momenta ±Q.
To determine the remaining ambiguities we appeal to nu-
merical studies of monopole insertions. Specifically, we di-
agonalize the mean-field hopping Hamiltonian on a finite
system with arbitrary flux insertions to obtain the single-
particle energies and wave functions. With these wave func-
tions in hand, it is then possible to obtain the inversion and
reflection properties of DS ,q0. These numerics are dis-
cussed in more detail in the Appendix. To ensure geometry
independence of the results, a variety of boundary conditions
and system sizes were considered. In all cases, we find that
	=x=−1. In particular, we conclude that M0 by itself does
not contribute to a continuum expression for S+.
We now have enough information to determine unam-
biguously all quantum numbers carried by the monopoles. It
is straightforward to show that the phases appearing in Eqs.
53–58 can be chosen so that the monopoles transform as
shown in Table VI. 	Note that under physical time-reversal
S+→−S−, whereas Tferm sends M† → +M. This is not too
surprising, however, given that the U1 spin symmetry is not
manifest in the dual theory.
 The desired continuum expres-
sion for S+ can then be written as follows:
S+  e−iQ·rMR
† + eiQ·rML
† + 
j=1
3
eiKj·rMj
† + ¯ , 60
where the ellipsis represents subdominant contributions. The
momenta ±Q and K j carried by the monopoles on the right-
hand side are sketched in Fig. 7.
Monopole operators are known to have nontrivial power-
law correlations in large-N QED3, each with identical scal-
ing dimension 
m0.26N.42 This fact leads us to a non-
trivial prediction for the in-plane spin structure factor S+− in
+−
FIG. 7. Momenta at which the dynamical spin structure factor
S+− exhibits dominant power-law correlations with the same expo-
nent in the AVL. The leading power law in the Szz structure factor,
by contrast, occurs only at momenta ±Q.the AVL. Namely, S exhibits the same universal power-law
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remarkable property stems from the enlarged global SU4
flavor symmetry enjoyed by the AVL. For wave vectors near
 j, the in-plane structure factor thus scales as
S+−k = j + q,  Aj
2 − q2
2 − q21−m/2
. 61
The anomalous dimension m is given in the large-N limit by
m  0.53N − 1. 62
Setting N=4 yields m1.12 and 
m1.04. While the scal-
ing dimension is the same at each wave vector, it is impor-
tant to keep in mind that the amplitudes Aj can vary signifi-
cantly at different momenta. For example, near the limit of
decoupled chains the amplitude at K3 should be much sup-
pressed relative to the other four wave vectors, which are
near kx=	 where most of the activity would be expected.
We note here that while exclusion of the bare monopole
M0 from a continuum expression for S+ was not obvious at
the outset, this conclusion is quite reasonable physically in
light of the spin correlations discussed above. If this exclu-
sion did not occur, then the dynamic spin structure factor S+−
would exhibit the same power-law correlations at zero mo-
mentum and the five wave vectors in Fig. 7. This would be
quite surprising given that one would intuitively expect sub-
dominant correlations at zero momentum in an antiferromag-
net.
The locations of the leading in-plane correlations in the
AVL are suggestive of proximity to magnetically ordered
phases involving condensation of S+ at the momenta shown
in Fig. 7. We will explore some of these states below.
V. PROXIMATE PHASES TO THE ALGEBRAIC
VORTEX LIQUID
In this section we explore the neighboring phases of the
AVL that are encoded by the effective Lagrangian 30. Re-
sponse properties of the bosonic spin system will be obtained
by introducing an external probing field Aext that couples in
the dual theory via Eq. 35. As discussed in Sec. IV A, we
will assume =0 so that Aext couples to both the original
boson currents j= a /2	 and the Chern-Simons flux.
This exploration will provide some guidance as to where in
the phase diagram the AVL lies, and is also useful because a
study of the phase diagram within a direct Landau analysis
of the spin model is hindered by Berry phases.
Descendants of the AVL are obtained by giving the fermi-
TABLE VI. Transformation propertie
Tr R˜ x R	
M0→ M0 M0 −M
M1→ eiK1·rM1 M2 M1
M2→ eiK2·rM2 M1 M2
M3→ eiK3·rM3 M3 M3
MR/L→ e±iQ·rMR/L MR/L ML/ons a mass, which destabilizes the vortex liquid leading to a
174430-wealth of possible states. Here, we will restrict our attention
to nearby states favored by the interactions L4f. Although we
postulated above that such terms are irrelevant in the AVL
critical theory, sufficiently strong four-fermion interactions
are nevertheless expected to generate fermion masses and
destroy the AVL. We will focus, in particular, on states aris-
ing from the generation of enhanced fermion mass terms, as
the AVL will likely be more susceptible to realizing such
states. Moreover, for simplicity we will consider the spatially
isotropic limit J=J. In this case, the four-fermion terms L4f
can be written in terms of enhanced bilinears in Table IV as
follows:
L4f = u1MKL2 + u2M332 + u3MSS† MSS
+ 
j=1
3
u4K j2 + u5Kj2 + u6P j†P j + L4f,ne. 63
The last term L4f,ne represents four-fermion interactions
composed entirely of nonenhanced bilinears, which will not
be of interest here. Though not unique, this form provides a
useful organization of the four-fermion interactions based on
their translation and rotation properties. Our exploration be-
low is by no means intended to be exhaustive; rather, our aim
is to illustrate some representative examples of the proximate
phases that can be analyzed in the fermionized vortex theory.
A. Kalmeyer-Laughlin spin liquid
Consider first the addition of a mass term mMKL=m¯,
which is favored by a large negative u1 interaction above.
This mass respects all symmetries except Tferm, and drives
the system into a =1/2 fractional quantum Hall state for the
original bosons, which breaks physical time-reversal symme-
try. In other words, the physical spin state obtained by the
addition of mMKL is the Kalmeyer-Laughlin chiral spin-
liquid.7,8
To demonstrate this, let us first integrate out the massive
fermions. Since all flavors have the same mass m with the
same sign, integrating out the fermions induces a Chern-
Simons term for a+A. The Lagrangian is then
La,A =
1
2e2
 a2 +
i
4	
A A +
i signm
2	
a + A	 a + A
 −
i
2	
Aext	 a + A
 .
64
he six monopole operators in QED3.
C Tferm R	/3 isotropic limit
−M0
† M0
†
−M0
M1
† M1
† M3
M2
† M2
† M1
M3
† M3
† M2
ML/R
† MR/L
† ML/Rs of t
0
RThe spectrum for the above Lagrangian is gapped, which can
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tegrating out further the gauge field a, we arrive at an effec-
tive Lagrangian for the probing field Aext,
Leff = − signm
ixy
2
Aext Aext , 65
with xy = /2	=1/4	. Thus Eq. 65 characterizes the re-
sponse for a =1/2 fractional quantum Hall state of the
original bosons as claimed. We remark here that this physics
results with either sign for the mass m. Had we instead cho-
sen to couple Aext only to the original boson currents 	i.e.,
with =1 in Eq. 35
, then a particular sign of the mass
would have to be chosen relative to the sign of the Chern-
Simons flux in order to recover the Kalmeyer-Laughlin state.
Once again, we see that endowing the Chern-Simons flux
with boson charge leads to response properties of the spin
system that are insensitive to the direction of flux attachment
as desired.
What is the nature of the gapped excitations in this phase?
Consider acting on the ground state with the fermion field
†. The added fermion couples to the sum a˜=a+A. By ex-
amining the action obtained by retaining a˜ and integrating
out the Chern-Simons field, we see that the system dynamics
binds 
 a˜=−	 flux to the fermion which also carries 2	
Chern-Simons flux. Thus, the fermion is turned into a semi-
onic excitation carrying spin-12 . This is precisely the gapped
semionic spinon in the Kalmeyer-Laughlin state.
B. Magnetically ordered phases
The remaining states we consider arise from generating
specific fermion mass terms of the form m¯Wˆ , where Wˆ
has two +1 and two −1 eigenvalues. Hence, two fermion
modes have mass m, while the other two have mass −m. In
all such phases, the vortices are “insulating,” and the “pho-
ton” in the dual gauge field a can freely propagate. The gap-
less photon is revealed upon integrating out the massive fer-
mions, which induces only a generic Maxwell term for the
field a˜=a+A. These vortex insulators correspond to magneti-
cally ordered phases of the spin system. The gapless photon
is the Goldstone spin-wave at zero-momentum arising from
the broken continuous U1 spin symmetry. Moreover, the
probing field Aext is massive here, which is the “Meissner
effect” expected for the superfluid phase of the original
bosons. Our objective below will be to disentangle the spin
order that arises in different vortex insulators. As we will see,
magnetically ordered states neighboring the AVL fall into
two categories: conventional XY spin-ordered phases and
“supersolids,” which additionally develop Sz order.
1. XY spin-ordered states
Consider the addition of a mass term mM33, which is
favored by a large negative u2 in Eq. 63. Microscopically,
this mass can be identified with a staggered vortex chemical
potential that causes the vortices to preferentially occupy one
of the two sublattices of the honeycomb. The resulting state
is the vortex “charge density wave” CDW shown in Fig.
8a, where the vortex density is enhanced on the filled sites
and depleted on the open sites.
174430-To identify the corresponding spin structure, first recall
that the leading S+− spin correlations in the AVL occur at
wave vectors ±Q and K1,2,3 of Fig. 7. It is natural, then, to
expect that magnetically ordered descendants of the AVL
will involve condensation of S+ at these wave vectors. We
will assume this is the case, and search for the symmetry
equivalent of M33 by considering bilinears involving S±
at these wave vectors. The answer is unique up to an overall
sign, and we identify
M33  SQ+ SQ− − S−Q+ S−Q− . 66
Since M330 in this vortex CDW, it follows that the
spin order can be obtained from SQ
+ 0, S
−Q
+ =0 or vice
versa, depending on the sign of the mass m. This is the well
known 33 spiral state depicted in Fig. 8a. We note that
our identification in Eq. 66 holds in the anisotropic case as
well; in this regime an incommensurate spiral results.
As another example, assume the u4 interaction is strong
enough that a mass term  jmjK j is generated. This mass
FIG. 8. Color online Vortex charge density waves CDWs
proximate to the AVL in the isotropic limit J=J, along with the
corresponding spin structures. Vortices preferentially occupy filled
honeycomb sites. On the right-hand side the satisfied bonds of the
triangular lattice are solid, dashed lines represent less satisfied
bonds, and filled circles denote sites whose spins fluctuate around
zero mean.similarly corresponds to a modulated vortex chemical poten-
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terms, there is a large degeneracy of possible states due to
the arbitrariness in the relative values of m1,2,3. This degen-
eracy is broken, however, by higher-order terms in the ac-
tion, which select either I mi0, mji=0, or II m1 
= m2  = m3 0. The resulting vortex CDW’s are shown in
Figs. 8b and 8c, respectively.
The spin order in these states can be determined using the
same logic as above. Here, we identify
Ki  iijkSKj
+ SKk
−
. 67
Consider case I first, with say K1,2=0 and K30.
Equation 67 then implies that SK3
+ =0 and SK1,2
+ ei1,2,
which yields K3sin1−2. To maximize K3, which
is energetically favored by the large u4 interaction, the
phases 1 and 2 are chosen to differ by 	 /2. The resulting
spin order is shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 8b. Now
let us consider case II, where K1  = K2  = K3 0.
Here we take SKj
+ eij, yielding K1sin2−3, etc. In
this case the phases 1,2,3 must differ by either 	 /3 or 2	 /3,
which leads to the spin order illustrated in Fig. 8c. On the
right-hand side of Fig. 8, the solid lines indicate satisfied
bonds, while the filled circles denote triangular lattice sites
with spins fluctuating around zero mean.
A similar analysis can be used to identify the states arising
from spontaneously generated mass involving the enhanced
bilinears P j. Such mass terms give rise to modulated nearest-
neighbor hopping amplitudes for the vortices, and drive vor-
tex “valence bond solid” VBS order. Since P j carries mo-
mentum K j +Q, the spin structures corresponding to these
VBS phases involve condensation of both SQ
+ and SKj
+
. At
present it is unclear what order is driven by K j mass terms,
due to the fact that they arise from second-neighbor vortex
hopping, which does not have a clear interpretation for the
spin system.
2. Supersolids
Finally, consider a mass term meiMSS
† +H.c .  generated
by a large u3 interaction. Microscopically, this mass induces
both modulations in the nearest-neighbor vortex hopping am-
plitudes and modulations in the gauge flux piercing the hon-
eycomb plaquettes. The degeneracy in the phase  is lifted
by higher-order terms in the action, which select either 
=n	 /3 or = 2n+1	 /6, where n is an integer. The vortex
states for these two cases are shown in Figs. 9a and 9b,
respectively. In the figure, the direction of induced flux
through a given plaquette is indicated with a ± sign, and the
bold honeycomb links have the dominant hopping ampli-
tudes. In Fig. 9a, the induced flux is twice as large on “+”
plaquettes; in b, the induced flux is equal and opposite on
“±” plaquettes and vanishes on others.
These lattice-scale gauge flux modulations signify the on-
set of Sz ordering in the spin system,
Sz  cosQ · r +  . 68
Since there is a gapless photon in these states, the continuous
U1 spin symmetry is also broken. Hence the in-plane spin
174430-components order as well, so that these states are examples
of “supersolids.” Using the symmetry of the vortex phases
and the uncertainty principle as a guide, the simplest as-
sumption for the S+ order is shown on the right-hand side of
Figs. 9a and 9b. The filled circles in the figure denote
sites with S+=0. The in-plane and out-of-plane spin struc-
ture can be collectively viewed as a coplanar spiral state
rotated into, for instance, the Sy ,Sz plane. Both spin pat-
terns exhibit a 33 periodicity. The difference is that in
Fig. 9a spins on one sublattice point along the hard Sz axis,
while in Fig. 9b spins on one sublattice point along the Sy
axis.
VI. DISCUSSION
In this paper we have performed a detailed characteriza-
tion of a “critical” spin liquid, the algebraic vortex liquid,
which arises rather naturally out of a reformulation of the
easy-plane spin model in terms of fermionized vortex de-
grees of freedom. Among the most striking predictions for
the AVL is the behavior of the dynamical spin correlations.
As a consequence of an emergent global SU4 symmetry,
the in-plane spin structure factor S+− exhibits enhanced
power-law correlations with identical exponents at the five
inequivalent momenta shown in Fig. 7. Due to the easy-plane
character of the AVL, the out-of-plane spin correlations be-
have quite differently. The Szz structure factor exhibits en-
hanced power-law correlations only at the spiral ordering
wave vectors ±Q in Fig. 7, and is generally expected to be
weaker than S+−. These nontrivial features in the spin struc-
FIG. 9. Color online Supersolids neighboring the AVL. On the
left-hand side, the direction of induced gauge flux is specified by a
± sign, and the hopping amplitudes are dominant along bold links
of the honeycomb. The “solid” ordering pattern for Sz follows the
pattern of induced gauge flux, while the “superfluid” order for S+
is shown on the right-hand side. Filled circles denote sites with
S+=0. The overall spin structure can be viewed as a spiral state,
tilted into the Sy ,Sz plane.16
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uids, and should serve as useful characterizations for identi-
fying this phase experimentally.
Our study was partly motivated by the spin-12 triangular
antiferromagnet Cs2CuCl4, whose spin dynamics have been
explored with neutron scattering.4,5 Although this material
develops long range spiral order at low temperatures T
TN=0.62 K, the dynamical structure factor exhibits
anomalous power laws at intermediate energies, both in the
ordered phase and in a range of temperatures above TN. Such
power-law behavior is reminiscent of spin-liquid physics,
and several scenarios for its origin have been proposed.
These include physics dominated by one-dimensional
chains,43,44 a two-dimensional algebraic spin liquid,13 the Z2
spin liquid,45,46 and a quantum critical point scenario,47 as
well as more conventional explanations such as nonlinear
spin-wave theory.48
Possible application of the AVL to Cs2CuCl4 has been
discussed in some detail in Ref. 26. The most intriguing ob-
servation here is that the dynamical structure factor was
found experimentally to decay with the same power-law near
wave vectors K1,2 and Q in Fig. 7,5 consistent with our ex-
pectations for the AVL. It is important to keep in mind, how-
ever, that the dual vortex formulation employed here requires
an easy-plane U1 spin symmetry so that vortices exist as
stable topological excitations. This imparts the AVL with a
distinct easy-plane character, unlike other theoretical propos-
als which retain full SU2 spin symmetry. Although there is
a microscopic easy-plane spin anisotropy in Cs2CuCl4 due to
a Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction, this coupling is fairly
weak, and it is therefore not clear whether the AVL described
here can be applied directly some scenarios are considered
in Ref. 26. An interesting possibility is that the AVL has an
SU2-invariant relative which may be relevant for
Cs2CuCl4, though we do not know how to access such a state
theoretically. One speculation in this respect is that there may
exist a slave-particle description of the AVL. In particular,
the direct slave-fermion approach often yields critical states
dubbed algebraic spin liquids ASLs; such states on the tri-
angular lattice were explored in Ref. 13. The algebraic vor-
tex liquid is not formulated using spinon fields, but predicts
critical power-law spin correlations reminiscent of those in
ASLs. It should also be said that spinons are strongly inter-
acting in the ASL and cannot be thought of as free fields in
any sense, and the same is true about vortices in the AVL.
Unfortunately, so far we have been unable to find a spin-
liquid state on the triangular lattice that would reproduce all
the dominant wave vectors present in the AVL phase, but
such a connection between these very different theoretical
perspectives remains a tantalizing possibility.
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174430-APPENDIX: TRANSFORMATION PROPERTIES OF THE
NEGATIVE-ENERGY DIRAC SEA
This appendix is devoted to obtaining the transformation
properties of DS ,q0, which are needed for determining
the quantum numbers carried by the monopole operators in
QED3. Here DS ,q is the filled negative-energy Dirac sea
with a 2	q flux insertion, where q= ±1, and 0 is the ground
state with no added flux. We attack the problem in two
stages. First, we constrain the transformation properties as
much as possible using various general relations among sym-
metries. The ambiguities that still remain here are then fixed
using numerical studies of monopole insertions.
General arguments
Fermionic time reversal and particle-hole symmetry: By
examining Table II, we see that the flux changes sign under
both Tferm and C. Hence Tferm transforms the filled negative-
energy Dirac sea with q= +1 into the negative-energy Dirac
sea with q=−1, while C additionally fills the four zero modes
since DS ,q is not half-filled. The ground state 0, on the
other hand, is an eigenstate of both symmetries. Using
Tferm2 =C2=1, we can then define the phases of DS ,q such
that
Tferm:DS,q0 → DS,− q0 , A1
C:DS,q0 →
Aa
fAa,−q† DS,− q0 . A2
Both DS ,q and 0 are expected to be eigenstates under the
remaining symmetries in Table V, all of which leave the flux
invariant. Quite generally, we then have
R	:DS,q0 → ei	
q
DS,q0 ,
R˜ x:DS,q0 → eix
q
DS,q0 ,
T1,2:DS,q0 → ei1,2
q
DS,q0 ,
R	/3:DS,q0 → ei	/3
q
DS,q0 , A3
where the last line holds only in the isotropic limit. We will
now examine the general constraints on the above eigen-
values.
Inversion: First, one can show that the phases 	
q must be
independent of q by using the commutation relation
	R	 ,Tferm
=0 when acting on half-filled states, which are
gauge invariant. For example, it follows from
	R	 ,Tferm
F0,q† DS ,q=0 that 	q =	−q. Furthermore, R	2 =1
implies that ei	
q
	= ±1, so we have
R	:DS,q0 → 	DS,q0 . A4
The sign 	 is in principle fixed, but cannot be determined
using general relations alone.
Modified reflection: Similarly, it follows from the commu-
tation relations 	R˜ x ,C
= 	R˜ x ,Tferm
=0 on physical states
that
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The sign x= ±1 is also fixed, but cannot be determined from
this general analysis.
Translations: We constrain the phases 1,2q by first assum-
ing the following operator relations hold when acting on
gauge-invariant states:
T2R	 = R	T2
−1
, A6
T2R˜ x = R˜ xT1T2, A7
since the left-hand and right-hand sides transform the lattice
identically. The first relation implies ei2
q
= ±1, while using
the second we conclude ei1
q
=−1. We can fix the former sign
by now specializing to the isotropic limit. Here, we have an
additional symmetry relation,
T1R	/3 = R	/3T2
−1
, A8
that holds when acting on physical states. From this we ob-
tain ei1
q
=ei2
q
=−1 in the isotropic limit. By continuity, we
assume this carries over in the anisotropic limit as well so
that
T1,2:DS,q0 → − DS,q0 . A9
Rotations (isotropic limit): The commutation relation
	R	/3 ,Tferm
=0 on physical states implies that ei	/3
−q
=e−i	/3
q
.
Moreover, the relation R	/3
3
=R	 together with commutation
with particle-hole symmetry yields ei	/3
q
=	e
2iq	/3
. Thus, we
have
R	/3:DS,q0 → 	e2iq	/3DS,q0 . A10
We have now arrived at the transformation properties
listed in Eq. 59. As discussed in Sec. IV C 2, determining
the ambiguities in 	 and x that arose above is crucial for
understanding the in-plane spin correlations in the AVL. We
will attempt to sort out these uncertainties by appealing to
numerics, discussed below.
Numerical diagonalization
For convenience, we specialize to the isotropic limit J
=J for the remainder of this appendix . Consider the mean-
field Hamiltonian 16 generalized to include arbitrary flux
insertions,
HMF = − t 
xx
dx
†dxe
−ia
xx
0
+a
xx
0  + H.c. . A11
Here a0 is the gauge field giving rise to a background 	 flux
as before, while a gives rise to any added flux. We have
numerically diagonalized the above Hamiltonian on finite
systems to obtain the spectrum of single-particle energies
and wave functions. Specifically, we considered lattices com-
posed of Nrings concentric “rings” of honeycomb sites. For
example, Figs. 8 and 9 illustrate systems with Nrings=2 and 3,
respectively. System sizes up to Nrings=17, consisting of
1734 lattice sites, were studied. Flux insertions varying from
174430-0 to 2	 were taken to be uniformly spread within the first
several innermost rings. A variety of boundary conditions
were used, namely, open boundary conditions; “Klein bottle”
boundary conditions, where one connects boundary sites
with coordination number 2 and their inversion counterparts;
and modifications of the latter, where one connects only a
subset of such boundary sites and their inversions. Note that
open boundary conditions are problematic when Nrings is odd,
because with no added flux there are two degenerate zero-
energy modes and therefore no unique ground state 0.
Other boundary conditions mentioned above give a unique
ground state as desired. Such geometries break translational
invariance, but are particularly convenient for addressing the
symmetries of interest here.
With the single-particle wave functions in hand, one can
explicitly construct the states 0 and DS , +1. The ground
state 0 is simply built from all negative-energy wave func-
tions. More care must be taken, however, in constructing
DS , +1. In a finite system, the four quasilocalized “zero
modes”—which are excluded from this state—are split away
from zero energy, two above zero and two below. Identifying
these quasilocalized modes is essential, particularly since the
boundaries can introduce additional “edge” modes near zero
energy. These modes can be distinguished by the behavior of
their wave functions. Most of the probability weight lies near
the flux insertion for the quasilocalized modes, whereas the
dominant weight for the edge modes occurs near the bound-
ary. A useful diagnostic for this comparison is the “ring par-
ticipation” Pn, which for a particular wave function 
gives the probability weight summed over honeycomb ring
n, normalized by the number of sites in the ring. More
explicitly,
Pn =
1
Nsitesn

in
i2, A12
where Nsitesn is the total number of sites in ring n and i is
summed over all sites in the ring. Figure 10 displays the ring
participation for the first several wave functions above zero
energy in a system with Nrings=14, open boundary condi-
tions, and 2	 flux inserted within the first four innermost
rings. This illustrates the clear difference between the
quasilocalized modes solid lines and other low-energy
states dashed lines. In most cases observed this distinction
allows one to identify the former, which are the modes of
interest. Once these have been located, the state DS , +1 can
be built out of the remaining negative-energy wave func-
tions.
The inversion eigenvalues for 0 and DS , +1 are then
simply given by the product of inversion eigenvalues for the
single-particle wave functions contributing to these states.
We find that the parity under inversion for 0 and DS , +1
depends on both the system size and boundary conditions.
However, in all cases where the quasilocalized modes can be
clearly resolved, the product of the inversion eigenvalues of
0 and DS , +1—which gives the sign R—is geometry in-
dependent. In particular, we find R=−1.
Some insight into this result can be obtained by viewing
the 2	 flux as being inserted adiabatically. Numerically, this18
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eral stages and monitoring the evolution of the energy levels
during the insertion. In all cases studied, no levels cross zero
FIG. 10. Color online Ring participation Pn versus the ring
index n for the first several wave functions above zero energy. The
data correspond to a system with Nrings=14, open boundary condi-
tions, and a 2	 flux insertion spread within the first four innermost
rings. The quasilocalized modes solid curves, whose wave func-
tions are peaked near the flux insertion, are clearly distinguishable
from other low-energy modes dashed lines.energy during the evolution though we do not have an ar-
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174430-gument for why this is the case. This implies that the quan-
tum numbers for the state with all negative-energy modes
occupied are unchanged by the 2	 flux insertion. Moreover,
we observe that the two quasilocalized modes with energy
slightly below zero always have opposite inversion eigenval-
ues. Consequently, the states 0 and DS , +1 must also have
opposite inversion parity. Why the quasilocalized modes split
in this way is unclear at the moment, but would be useful to
explore.
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